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Introduction
At the beginning of 2017, the online gambling market was valued at $44.16
billion, and at the end of that year, it reached $47.4 billion. In 2018 the
potential market size was $52 billion and it is expected to reach $81.7
billion in 2022. It is a market that has immense growth potential.
The size of the global online gambling market was valued at $53.7 billion
in 2019. High internet penetration and the increasing use of smartphones
to play online games from home and public places are propelling the
market to a whole new level.
However, the gambling sector continues to use the same strategies to
attract new customers: rewards, bonuses, prizes, brand management,
among others. Having a wide range of games to improve the experience
of our customers has been one of our main strategies; we offer from table
games to mechanical games such as slot machines, and of course, we also
offer online games. However, as new technologies arise, so do new
problems. The tokens are now digital and require a layer of security to
prevent them from being duplicated or hacked.
According to data from Spain, online players are 83% men and 17%
women. Men spend almost twice as much as women. Those who work in
the gambling sector know their clients well, they know that their
customers are looking for adrenaline. If they can not find it, they quickly
get bored, and keeping their attention is not an easy task. Players are
looking for action and novelty, prompting them to continuously look for
different experiences. The problem is that there is no wide-ranging
ecosystem with a token transfer system that can be used between
different platforms.
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The gambling and gaming industries are trying to get a piece of that
potential market. This requires a different approach, accepting new challenges and making new rules, where transparency, regulations, and social
sustainability are characteristics that must be taken into account.
Issues we want to address
When a transaction is settled, banks and payment gateways (PSPs)
charge high fees (it is expensive), and they often take a long time to
process payments to the account of those who requested it. We also have
to take into account the multiple risks that may arise from the use of bank
cards (for example disputes to reverse charges made with false or stolen
cards - Chargeback).
There is a lack of a single global payment system that can be used on
different platforms beyond the gaming and gambling ecosystem.
Gambling and gaming users do not have a unified system that allows them
to play and bet on the many platforms in the global market. Thus, when
users are on different platforms and games, they face the problem of
having to exchange their local currency to be able to use the casino's chip,
and they may even have to pay extra expenses for said exchange.
Our proposal
It is time to improve the rules of the game with JDB Token, implementing
blockchain technology in the gambling and gaming sector. With the JDB
token, we seek to expand the market of private businesses by turning it
into a single market, allowing different actors to exchange tokens directly,
without intermediaries. By using JDB Token, players and providers
themselves will be able to create a single ecosystem of
products and services.
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With the JDB token, we are betting on the creation of a unified market. We
want to tackle this issue from a new perspective, we do not see it as a
divided market, but as an extended one, an alliance or link to multiply
possibilities, facilitate exchanges, and offer users and providers the best
and safest experience.
The use of JBD Token in the different online gambling systems in the
market will allow the creation of a compensation marketplace where the
JDB Token can be claimed, transformed, and redeemed with other users
and businesses.
The holders of JDB tokens will be able to manage and use them directly,
without any intermediaries. Each JDB token is the property of
whoever owns it.
How will we achieve this?
Harnessing the power of the blockchain and distributed ledger systems,
JDB Token has been created as a cryptocurrency, using Ethereum's
ERC-20 standard. The Ethereum protocol, being a decentralized network,
guarantees a distributed storing of information, allowing the JDB token to
execute inviolable, traceable, and agile smart contracts with free access to
the public, offering transparency and security for the entire ecosystem.
Each actor in the ecosystem will have their own wallet, which they will use
to interact with smart contracts and store their JDB tokens.
At first, we plan to offer a token for the online gaming and gambling
industry, seeking later expansion towards new technologies and services.
From the start, JDB Token will be available for the purchase and use of
both investors and users. The investment will make it possible to fulfill the
proposed objectives:
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-offer a means of compensation and new services for gambling and
gaming operators and providers.
-connect the marketplace by implementing technologies that facilitate
safe digital asset transfers.
-form alliances between the various sectors through smart contracts.
-democratize the use of the token to allow users access to all kinds of
digital companies that offer gambling services no matter where they are.
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Our solutions
JDB Token is the most ambitious extended playability instrument in the
gaming industry in Latin America. Our goal is to unite this market and its
suppliers with millions of users through the interconnection of services
and products of our international allies to provide innovative solutions for
a demanding market that has had an accelerated growth rate in recent
years. JDB Token offers technological solutions that improve the player
experience on all gambling platforms, expanding its interoperability,
experiences, rewards, and prizes
An extended service offer
JDB Token expands the network of allied providers by bringing together
the major players in the ecosystem. We currently have 4000 different
games, a wide range of betting, gambling, and online games services, with
the clear objective of increasing communities, and incorporating different
categories of the e-sport sector.
The increase in demand for JDB Tokens will depend on the growth of the
network of allies that adopt it as an alternative means of payment.
Multipoint distribution will be able to ensure its circulation in the market.
Consequently, the demand for tokens will grow steadily.
For the members, we will implement three strategies that will be the
driving force behind online gambling and games:
-The creation of packages of JDB Tokens for pre-purchase, which can be
used on any platform of our partners.
-A referral system that allows access to prizes, discounts, and
special services.
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-A monthly and annual subscription service, which allows users to play in
a controlled way so that they can experience the excitement and
adrenaline of betting and games of chance
Taking advantage of market fragmentation
Market fragmentation has bypassed the industry's smaller niches. JDB
Token takes advantage of these market niches using economic models
such as the Long Tail, an economic model used by large companies such
as Amazon and Netflix who managed to demystify the traditional models
in which it was taught that the best products were those with the highest
turnover. These companies knew how to integrate the products and
services of niches that still lacked global visibility. In the case of JDB
Token, we will add all the small bets of thousands of sports tournaments,
such as e-sport that can equal or exceed the classic market focused on
high performance (such as the Football leagues, Golf leagues, etc. ).
A single account for each user (KYC global)
JDB Token users can accumulate the tokens obtained in the different
platforms in a single account, add them to their balances, and also use
their points in the different allied marketplaces, being able to redeem
them for cryptocurrencies (such as Bitcoin, Ethereum, etc.) or exchange
them for products and/or services of strategic allies. Users can place their
bets at any time of the day, from anywhere, achieving a unique
consumer experience
Marketing and positioning
Commission management program
Being implemented as a decentralized system, JDB Token will also run on
gas (financial incentive) to allow the smooth functioning of our Token and
the growth of the ecosystem. The commission program will allow
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investors who bet on the success of the project, to receive a percentage
of the commissions of the transactions carried out with JDB Token.
Referral program
If JDB Tokens are the best option to improve the gaming experience, they
are also the best option to turn users into actors that contribute to the
growth of the ecosystem, allowing them to obtain parallel benefits and
become a part of the JDB Token VIP community.
For each referral that brings new members to the community, each user
will get multiple privileges and benefits in the different offers proposed by
the JDB Token allies. JDB Tokens can be accumulated in many ways.
This means that WhiteList members will have the best chance of receiving
Tier 1 bonuses once they have met their 'Proof of contribution and/or
Interest': At this point, it is worth establishing a Ranking in descending
order, which means that those in the first position have made the most
contributions and so on, to encourage competition among the community
members of the whitelist list.
Online marketing strategies will be used to gain visibility and incentivize
the use of the JDB Token, among other purposes, such as Inbound
Marketing and Social and community links, as well as
Call-to-action (CTA) strategies.
There will always be an opportunity to enter and 'win' positions on the
whitelist based on your contributions to encourage the growth of the
community and the adoption of the JDB Token by doing certain things
such as:
-Posting about the JBD Token on social networks
-invite a friend to register, being (Referral)
-Postings about the JDB Token in groups and forums
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-Reviews (video / blogs)
-Contributions on Github
-Conducting interviews with the JDB Token team
-Etc …
This will only be available to members of the WhiteList who:
-Increase Marketing Qualified Contacts (MQL)
-Increase registrations (leads)
-Increase the visits to the website (website traffic)
-Expand the number of new JDB Token buyers
-Etc...
They will be rewarded with JDB Tokens and/or Crypto according to the
seasons previously announced on our communication channels and
official social networks. Members will be valued according to their
contributions in three categories, and only members who reach the
professional level will be able to become a part of the Whitelist.

Early adopters status

Contributions in JDB

Beginner

> 10 > 100

Novice

> 1000 > 1000

Profesional

> 1000 < 5.000

VIP

> 5000
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Raffles
Any JDB Token holder (not just active players) will have the opportunity
to participate in the multiple raffles, giveaways, and super offers that we
will offer to excite the community and allies that are part of the JDB
Token ecosystem.
Target audience:
The JDB Token is a tool to facilitate exchanges, focused on the different
actors of the ecosystem. JBD Token focuses on different areas, such as:
Members and users:
-Enhanced payment methods.
-Exchange JDB Token for strategic products or services from
partner marketplaces.
-Security and traceability of their bets.
-Being able to keep their profits on different platforms.
Gambling platforms:
-Adding communities and users from other platforms.
-Increase the number of users.
-Offer guaranteed early liquidity to the players.
Cryptocurrency investors:
-Enter the gambling and gaming market, financing the initial stage of
the development of our ecosystem and obtaining good profits for being
with JDB Token from the beginning.
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Providers:
-Expand their client portfolio, grouping different platforms and allowing
them to incorporate their products and services to all platforms that use
JDB Token.
Payment Platforms:
-Offer instant and traceable liquidity to each player.
-Increase and group the customers.
-Acquire loyal gambling users.
-Usability that facilitates interoperability.
Markets:
-Interaction in negotiations.
-Opening to cryptocurrency exchange.
-Easy client-consumer purchasing and selling.

THE JDB TOKEN
Metrics
Name of the token

JDB Token

amount of the token

100.000.000

Protocol

ERC 20* de Ethereum

Symbol

JDB

Purpose

Commercial use

Type:

Phase 1: Utility Token Phase 2: Security Token

Fungibility

Yes, it is a Fungible Token (FT)

Price:

1 USD
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Distribution of JDB Tokens :
A total of 100 million JDB Tokens will be created, which will be distributed
as follows:

Stages

Percentages

Tokens distributed

Private sale

5%

5.000.000

Pre-sale

17%

17.000.000

Public sale

60%

60.000.000

Founder and Team

15%

15.000.000

Developers

3%

3.000.000

Allocation and distribution of unsold tokens and Team Vesting
To assemble a strong and steady team of outstanding professionals and to
encourage the evolution of the JDB Token, the initial Tokens have been
distributed as follows:

Founder and Team

15%

Investors

7%

Developers

3%

Network marketing

10%
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To maintain the initial value of the ecosystem, these Tokens will be
blocked during the first 12 months and the members of Team Vesting will
be able to later obtain liquidity on a scheduled basis:
They will obtain liquidity of 20% during the first 12 months, and will later
obtain 10% every six months.
Allocation and distribution of funds raised
All funds raised during the private sale, pre-sale, and public sale will be
used as follows:
20% Development - This will go directly to the development of the JDB
Token. This includes hiring and growing the development team to meet
and/or exceed the roadmap objectives.
30% Strategic alliances and acquisition of new licenses - To expand the
range of products and services of the JDB Token users, linking the largest
number of betting platforms with the many large user communities.
25% Marketing - This budget will allow the marketing team to offer
sponsorships, promotional events, tournaments, partnerships, and social
media advertising to expand the JDB Token user base. They will also be
assigned to list JDB Token in different Exchanges.
5% Legal advice - due to the lack of a unified international regulation in the
fields of new technologies, gambling, gaming, and smart contracts, legal
advice and consulting are both required to support the JDB Token so that
its implementation is under the laws and regulations in force.
10% Security - Always implement the updated and necessary measures to
ensure that optimal security standards are followed, offering greater
assurance to members and allies.
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10% Operation and reserve - The reserve will be used to create a social
fund for education and training under the current laws.
JDB Token Core Team
-The work team
-Management team & key members
-Developers
Roadmap
Private sell
The funds raised by the founders of the project to start the programming
and creation of the JDB Tokens.
Pre-sell
Companies in the gambling and gaming sector can participate in the
pre-sale process, as well as those that have a marketplace with
technological products and services.
Public sell
JDB Token will be available to the public from December 2021.
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EVOLUTION
JDB TOKEN
2021

Release of 10% JDB Tokens
Consolidation of development
and integration of the
Ecosystem

Private sell: Increase the Usability of JDB Token by
implementing it in different marketplace and gaming
and gambling platforms
Pre-sell: Creating the WhiteList made up of referrals
and influencers

2021 Q1

Introduction of the new
strategy of the team, the
white paper, the roadmap
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Public sell: lListing in Exchange (IEO) Uniswap,
Bilaxy and others to be able to buy and exchange
JDB Tokens.
Launch of the referral program and the bounty wallet
to reward those on the WhiteList.

2021 Q2:

Beginning of the Communication and positioning
guidelines
Beginning of the visibility of JDB Token in Exchange
Listing the token on Coingecko

2021 Q3:

Development of an application for the Implementation
of JDB Token in the gambling and gaming platforms of
our allies.

2021 Q4:

Code audit
Start of the incentive program Uniswap LP to carry
out Smart Contracts for incentives and airdrop.

2022

Release of 30% JDB Tokens
Use of the Token outside the ecosystem for third
parties
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2022 Q1:

DApps for the first products of E-sports and
gambling
Listing on new Exchange Binance
Launch of the Cryptoexchange gate
payment gateway

2022 Q2:

Launchpad for vertical projects

2022 Q3:

Connection with blockchain oracles (Chainlink,
ORAI)

2022 Q4:

Second Smart Contracts incentive program for
SushiSwap LP
Governance system 2.0

2022 Q4:

Release of 60% JDB Tokens
Creation of a White Label Gambling and Gaming
platform
Integrating e-sports by offering them a
turnkey solution
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2023 Q1:

Tokenization Platform Level 2

2023 Q2:

White Label, creation of a white label Gambling and
Gaming platform

2023 Q3:

Launchpad for new horizontal projets

2023 Q4:

Cross-chain swaps (ERC 20 to others)
Interoperability of our Token

JDB
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Legal warning
The JDB Token white paper is for informational purposes only, it should
not and cannot be considered as an invitation to participate in an
investment transaction. Any information provided in the JDB Token white
paper and website (https://jdb.cash) and any terms and conditions
published by JDB Token do not constitute a prospectus or offer of any
kind and are not intended to be a proposal or investment request in any
jurisdiction. If you decide to contribute to the development of JDB Token,
please note that your contribution to the JDB Token does not involve the
exchange of cryptocurrencies for any type of assets, investment units, or
shares in JDB Token or any other company in the JDB Token ecosystem.
Due to legal regulatory uncertainty in the United States of America, the
People's Republic of China, and Singapore, those residing in the United
States of America, China, and Singapore are not allowed to make
contributions and obtain JDB Tokens. Anyone who provides false
information about their citizenship, place of residence, and/or nationality
will violate the terms and conditions of JDB Token and JDB will not
compensate the damages and/or losses suffered due to this violation.
No regulatory authority has reviewed or approved any of the information
in this white paper. No such action has been, and will not be, taken under
the laws, regulatory requirements, or rules of any jurisdiction.

In no case will JDB Token, its team, or affiliates be liable to any person or
entity for any damage, loss, liabitlity, cost and/or expense of any kind,
whether direct or indirect, consequential, compensatory, incidental, real,
exemplary, punitive or
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special for the use, reference or reliance on this white paper or any of its
contents, including, without limitation, any loss of business, income,
profits, data, use, goodwill or other intangible losses. No information in
this white paper should be construed as business, legal, financial, or tax
advice in relation to contributing to the development of the JDB platform.
You, as a participant, should be aware that you may be required to bear
the financial risk of any JDB Token token obtained for an indefinite period
of time. All information in this white paper is provided for general
information purposes only, and JDB Token makes no guarantees as to the
accuracy and completeness of this information. Given the lack of laws
regulating cryptocurrencies in most countries, each participant is strongly
advised to carry out a legal and tax analysis regarding the purchase and
ownership of JDB Tokens based on their nationality and place
of residence.
The white paper does not include or contain any information or indication
that could be considered as a recommendation or that could be used to
inform any investment decision. This document does not constitute an
offer or invitation to sell shares, assets, or rights belonging to JDB Token
or any other associated company. JDB Tokens may only be used within
the JDB Token ecosystem and its allies and is not intended to be used as
an investment.
JDB Tokens do not confer any direct or indirect rights to JDB Token
income, nor does it confer any governance rights within the JDB ecosystem and allies; JDB Tokens are not proof of ownership or right of control
over the legal entity of JDB Token and they do not grant the person who
owns the tokens an asset or participation in JDB Token or in any product
of the JDB Token ecosystem or on the network of JDB Token. A JDB token
does not grant any right to participate in the management control or
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decision-making of JDB Token to buyers.
Regulatory authorities are carefully scrutinizing the businesses and
operations associated with cryptocurrencies globally. In this regard,
regulatory measures, investigations, or actions may have an impact on
JDB Token's business and even limit or prevent it from developing its
operations in the future. Any person who undertakes to acquire our
Tokens must know the business model of JDB Token, its white paper, and
its terms and conditions, which may change, be modified, or adapted due
to the new regulatory requirements and compliance with any applicable
law in any jurisdiction. If the terms and conditions are modified, buyers
and anyone who commits to acquiring JDB Tokens must acknowledge
and understand that neither JDB Token nor any of its allies will be liable for
any direct or indirect loss or damage caused by such changes.
The information contained in this document is subject to change without
prior notice and should not be construed as a commitment that JDB
Token assumes, as JDB Token is not responsible for errors that may
appear in the future in relation to this document.
Risk factors
The JDB Token buyer confirms that they understand and have significant
experience in Blockchain and cryptocurrency systems and that they must
carefully read this white paper and all relevant information provided on
the official website in order to have a full understanding of the possible
risks associated with participating in the sale of the Token and they are
fully aware that JDB Token (or its team or affiliates) will not provide any
refund of the purchase of the JDB Tokens under any circumstances. Any
interested person should be in a position to accept or understand the risks
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associated with the activity (including the risks related to the
non-development of the JDB Token) or any other risk indicated below or
in the Terms and Conditions of its sale.
The Token
JDB Token will use all reasonable efforts to ensure that the project
proceeds in the general direction as outlined in this white paper. However,
buyers can still face various risks of incurring losses. These risks include
regulatory risk, cryptocurrency market risk, digital wallet management,
systematic risk, taxes, and other risks that are not on this list.
Regulatory risks
Blockchain technology includes, but is not limited to Tokens, this may still
be a new concept in some jurisdictions, existing laws may apply or new
regulations might be introduced on applications based on Blockchain
technology, and such regulations may cause conflicts as blockchain
technologies are a new concept. Certain regulatory actions could
negatively impact JDB Token in various ways. JDB Token (or its affiliates)
may cease operations in a jurisdiction in the event that regulatory actions,
or changes in law or regulations, make it illegal to operate in that
jurisdiction, or if these regulations make it commercially undesirable to
obtain the necessary regulatory approval to operate in said jurisdiction.
JDB Token can constantly adjust the sales strategy in order to avoid
relevant legal risks as much as possible.
Risks of the Token market
Once purchased, JDB Tokens are designed to be used within the JDB
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Token ecosystem and its allies, so there may be a risk of illiquidity
concerning the JDB Token. The value of the Token can fluctuate
significantly due to various reasons. JDB Token does not guarantee any
specific value of your Token for a specified period. JDB is not responsible
for any change in the value of your Tokens, including the complete loss of
value due to factors such as the fact that the JDB token is not accepted
by the market, that there are not enough users who use it, that the
development of the JDB platform is stagnant, the existence of negative
rumors, or other uncontrollable factors.
Management of the digital wallet
Buyers can receive JDB tokens only after installing their wallet and
submitting their wallet address to certain exchanges. Individual users are
responsible for protecting their private keys, which prove their ownership
of the JDB tokens. Users must be fully aware that if their private key or
password is lost or stolen, the Token in their account will be lost forever
and cannot be recovered.
Systemic risk
It refers to the risk caused by large-scale failures of the global infrastructure network as force majeure. JDB Token activities may be interrupted, suspended or delayed due to force majeure circumstances that will include
acts of nature, wars, armed conflicts, massive civil unrest, industrial
actions, epidemics, lockouts, prolonged shortages or other supply failures
(such as the prolonged failure communication services), or any other
circumstances beyond the control of JDB Token.
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Taxes
JDB Token holders may be required to pay taxes related to the
transactions contemplated in this document. JDB Token holders must
comply with the tax laws of the jurisdictions that apply to them and pay
all applicable taxes.
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